Recent human electro-encephalography (EEG) studies show that ongoing brain states support successful encoding of human memory, including recognition. However it is not known whether ongoing cortical activity qualitatively determines different memory types at encoding. In this study, using a remember/know procedure, we measured the EEG oscillations that emerge before and during the encoding of abstract visual stimuli in episodic and non-episodic memory, focusing on the theta (2-8 Hz) and alpha (9-12 Hz) oscillation range. We found that enhanced prestimulus theta oscillations precede episodic memory encoding, compared to non-episodic encoding. The prestimulus difference appeared at frontal and temporal sites. Furthermore, the theta enhancement reappeared after stimulus onset. Enhanced upper alpha oscillations suggested increased working memory processing in the case of episodic memory. Finally, the pre-and post-stimulus theta and alpha amplitudes showed different correlation patterns for episodic and non-episodic encoding. Our results are the first to suggest that encoding of episodic memory depends on preparatory processing in the form of frontal and temporal theta oscillations.
Introduction
A growing body of evidence suggests that ongoing cortical activity affects our performance in a variety of cognitive tasks (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Boly et al., 2007; van Dijk et al., 2008; Mathewson et al., 2009; Busch et al., 2009; Hipp et al., 2011; Hamm et al., 2012) . Ongoing activity before learning, or "encoding" of a stimulus, can even predict learning success (Otten et al., 2006; Guderian et al., 2009; Fell et al., 2011; Yoo et al., 2012) . For instance, fluctuating blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) activity in the parahippocampal cortex predicts whether a stimulus will be subsequently encoded (Yoo et al., 2012) . Prestimulus electro-encephalograpy (EEG) also allows predictions of whether a stimulus will be successfully encoded or not, with increased theta oscillations (3-8 Hz) typically preceding successful trials (Guderian et al., 2009; Fell et al., 2011 Although these studies address the question of encoding success or failure, recognizing the stimulus successfully may include awareness of the stimulus context, or not (Mandler, 1980; Jacoby, 1991) . For instance, a stimulus can be successfully recognized with awareness of its episodic context (episodic memory), or without context, but with knowledge of it having been encountered before (non-episodic memory). Episodic and non-episodic memory are therefore different in subjective memory, the qualitative experience of memory, which can be tested either by reporting on one's own retrieval experience (called "metamemory"), or by explicitly reporting a contextual detail that appeared at learning. With such techniques, numerous studies have indicated that episodic versus non-episodic memory encoding and retrieval may be based on different neural processes. For instance, Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) are more positive during encoding of items that are later retrieved with their context, compared to without context (Duarte et al., 2004) . ERPs are also more positive during encoding of episodic, compared to non-episodic, items (Voss and Paller, 2009a) . Evidence from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies also supports a dissociation in the neural substrate, both during encoding (Davachi et al., 2003; Bowles et al., 2007; Kirwan et al., 2008; De Vanssay-Maigne et al., 2011; Song et al., 2011) and retrieval of stimuli (Wheeler and Buckner, 2004; Yonelinas et al., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neures.2014.02.010 0168-0102/© 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd and the Japan Neuroscience Society. All rights reserved.
